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IPSOS MMA’S UNIFIED 
MARKETING MEASUREMENT 
& OPTIMIZATION
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Ipsos MMA Named a Leader in The 
Forrester WaveTM: Marketing Measurement 
and Optimization Solutions, Q1 2020

Integrating holistic marketing mix models with customer 
attribution to enable real-time planning & optimization 

DRIVING BETTER DECISIONS AND FINANCIALS 

WITH UNIFIED MARKETING MEASUREMENT & 

OPTIMIZATION

With the continued enrichment of first-party data, the

growth of new technologies such as customer data

platforms (CDPs), advancements in AdTech IDs, and

the always-expanding media landscape, engagement

with customers is more real-time and targeted than

ever before. As a result, Marketers need a faster and

more accurate measurement to drive rapid decision-

making. Utilizing Artificial Intelligence-based data

ingestion and modeling, combined with best-in-class

change management processes, Ipsos MMA’s Unified

Marketing Measurement and Optimization solution is

continuously evolving to meet the ever-changing needs

of today’s Marketers.

Ipsos MMA’s Unified Measurement integrates all

Marketing, Operational, External, and Consumer data

into a single measurement solution, enabling Marketers

to confidently assess the effectiveness and efficiency of

marketing investments and further improve

performance via optimization. Our holistic approach

combines Marketing Mix with advanced Customer

Attribution, leveraging real-time dynamic data streams

via Ipsos MMA’s proprietary Demand Signals algorithm.

Utilizing AI to update the underlying analytics, this

unique and powerful capability provides actionable, “in

the moment” insights, allowing Marketers to optimally

allocate marketing investments across channels,

campaigns, audiences, and messages to drive

profitable growth.

Our solution addresses industry challenges related to

cookie deprecation, device ID loss, data sparsity, and

privacy requirements to help brands scale a future-

proofed Unified capability on a global scale. Our clients

and agency partners continuously validate it through our

service model that combines best-in-class technology,

data management, and consulting to drive change

management, media optimization, and ongoing recalibration.

IPSOS MMA’S UNIFIED MMM/MTA SOLUTION 

ENABLES COMPANIES TO:

Accurately measure and value each marketing

touchpoint (campaign, media channel, creative,

and device) against multiple objectives

and KPIs

Optimize all stages of the customer journey,

including media, promotions, creative,

salesforce, call centers, etc.

Target, prioritize, enhance, and build audiences

to optimize communications and engagement

with customers on a 1:1 basis across each

phase of their unique journey

Identify the highest value interactions across

channels, prioritizing best performance and

suppressing influencers of least value

Combine customized analytics with

benchmarks and industry-leading consultants to

drive strategic and tactical allocation decisions

Dynamically identify and automate the delivery

of the most relevant, tactical next-best-action

recommendations into priority platforms based

on key priorities and KPIs

https://mma.com/features/demand-signals-as-a-unified-real-time-mmm-mta-enabling-solution/
https://mma.com/consulting/change-management-activation/
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THE ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/ 

MACHINE LEARNING IN UNIFIED ANALYTICS

Given the vast number of digital media touchpoints and

interactions across a customer journey, intelligent

computational capabilities are required to mine, identify

and quantify the actions and opportunities that

represent the most relevant value to a brand based on

objectives. AI-based models account for the network of

options and combinations to quickly inform and

influence future customer decision-making, including

how a single interaction within a single customer

journey can lead to a positive business outcome.

WHAT ARE THE TACTICAL QUESTIONS THAT 

UNIFIED MEASUREMENT AND OPTIMIZATION 

ADDRESSES WITH ATTRIBUTION?

ACTIVATE: A ROBUST, UNIFIED MARKETING 

MEASUREMENT & OMNI-CHANNEL ATTRIBUTION 

SOLUTION

Ipsos MMA’s Marketing Measurement & Optimization

platform, Activate, provides clients with a trusted,

dynamic, powerful, unified solution for identifying and

optimizing spend in an accurate, real-time

manner. Insightful reporting provides clients with a rich

history of marketing campaign performance and

recommendations for future implementation.

Explore Activate Use Cases >

Consultative discovery and value proposition:

Collaborative sessions are conducted with key

business stakeholders to identify critical issues they

seek to solve. Problems are identified, an analytical

roadmap is developed, and a data strategy is executed

that aligns with organizational objectives.

Experienced consultative support and value:

Count on partner-level insights from experienced

executive-level consultants. Working collaboratively

with clients, they assimilate the predictive insights into

ongoing business processes that support value creation.

AI recognizes changes in data patterns, learns from the

data, and continuously revises recommendations to

drive each customer’s next best experience.

AI and Machine Learning techniques enable Ipsos

MMA to detect critical interactions between media and

external factors (macroeconomic, weather, competition,

etc.) and derive real-time marketing insights based on

market conditions that exist at the time of execution vs.

plan. Successful models need to explain the “whys”

and predict and prescribe how, when, and where to

connect with each customer.

Data-informed analytics are evolving rapidly. Emerging

technologies, clean rooms, and privacy safe

environments make the AI-driven data process a critical

asset for successful Unified Measurement capabilities.

An agile solution helps translate disparate data to

targetable individuals in a consent-compliant manner,

driving value creation across business functions such

as Marketing, IT, and Finance.

What is the optimal creative message for each
customer? When and where should it be
delivered to drive richer performance?

What is the optimal reach and frequency
strategy, and how do I minimize delivery
waste?

What are the most valuable audiences, where
do I find them, and how do I ensure they
receive the right message at the right time?

Which tactics and audiences should be
suppressed and reallocated into higher
performing buckets in line with business
objectives?

What is the impact of upper-funnel marketing,
and how does it drive efficiency in performance
marketing? How do brand and performance
marketing best work together?

What is the correct sequence for a specific
customer to drive loyalty (or key brand health
attributes), and what sequences should be
used to drive new incremental customers?

What unique, real-time, data-informed signals
indicate shifts in business or market
performance? Are marketing adjustments
needed to stay ahead of potential risks or
inform new opportunities?

What is the immediate next best action by offer,
tactic, message, segment, and business unit?
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https://mma.com/technology/activate-unified-measurement-platform/
https://mma.com/technology/data-analytics-and-reporting-platform/
https://mma.com/technology/activate-video-library/
https://mma.com/consulting/discovery-and-business-roadmap/
https://mma.com/consulting/data-strategy/
https://mma.com/about/executive-team/
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SOLUTION BENEFITS

Ipsos MMA’s Unified Marketing Measurement &

Optimization solution enables companies to:

ABOUT IPSOS MMA
Ipsos MMA is a global leader in Unified Marketing Measurement, Planning & Optimization. The company has successfully
completed brand and business building analyses in almost every industry sector, on thousands of brands spanning 25+
countries. Ipsos MMA is renowned for the billions of dollars in incremental value it has created with Fortune 500 Companies
through its holistic data management platform, predictive analytics, speed-to-insight, dynamic software ad consulting
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CONTACT MMA TO LEARN MORE 
Doug Brooks, EVP Strategic Client Relationships • Douglas.Brooks@ipsos.com
Lisa Foster, VP Marketing & New Client Engagement • Lisa.Foster@ipsos.com

New York, NY • Norwalk, CT •

Chicago, IL • Bangalore, India •

London, UK

Future-proof measurement (not

reliant on cookies and third-party IDs)

to account for the continued changes

across the media data ecosystem

Accurately predict the value of each

marketing touchpoint against multiple

objectives across the purchase funnel

Optimize campaigns while in-market,

course correct and shift investment to

top performers

Prioritize audiences to drive acquisition

of highest value customers

Provide a granular view of channel

performance by platform, placement,

creative, and buying objective

Benefit from transparent models, data,

match rates, and validation to drive

adoption across all stakeholders

Reporting and optimization capabilities are

delivered via Activate, Ipsos MMA’s industry-

leading and easy-to-use scenario planning

platform. Activate, is fueled by Ipsos MMA’s

advanced MMM, unified customer attribution, and

in-market testing, all of which can be scaled

globally and are not impacted by changes in the

media data ecosystem.
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